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Talk outline

Tools to optimize pyrolysis–biochar systems

• Biochar stability and climate change mitigation
• Functional attributes in soil on relevant timescale

Summary and conclusions



Integrative „pyrolysis–biochar systems‟

climate

waste management

PBS



Climate change mitigation: Ceq abatement

1. Permanent C storage – direct avoided CO2 & CH4

– stabilisation of C in degradable organic matter

2. Provision of renewable energy
– direct CO2 offset (depends on current and future energy mix)

3. Suppression of N2O
– indirect emission avoided (as yet unpredictable – but accruing)

4. Net increase in soil organic matter
– indirect carbon storage (unpredictable – and reversible)

5. Impacts on agricultural resource and land-use
– reduced requirement for energy (fertiliser, irrigation, machinery)
– relative reduction in rate of land-use change

**Abatement potential calculated over a defined timeframe



Max sustainable technical potential (global)

Woolf et al., 2010, Nature Communications

1.6 Gt CO2 yr-1
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Shackley & Sohi 2010; Hammond et al., submitted



Tool to screen biochar for stable fraction – 1

Stable biochar carbon remains >100 years in soil

• Most carbon in soil is ultimately degradable

• Controlled by contact and alternate substrates

• Enzyme-mediated, oxidative process



Oxidative treatment
reflective of the
enzyme-mediated
potential in soil

1) accelerated oxidation 
(simultaneous photo-, 
thermal and chemical)

2) enhanced physical 
exposure (milled 
samples)

• Stable fraction – on 
gravimetric ash-free 
biochar mass basis

Tool to screen biochar for stable fraction – 2

Cross & Sohi, in prep



• Strong relationships established between biochar stability, feedstock 
and production process

• Currently undertaking calibration using archaeological charcoal samples 
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Tool to screen biochar for stable fraction – 3

Cross & Sohi, in prep



(A) Contrasting „endpoints‟

(B) Contrasting „rates‟

• Increase the 

„ultimately oxidizable‟ 

portion eliminated in 

the assay

or

• Accelerate 

progression toward a 

common point of 

ultimately-oxidizable 

fraction
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Masek et al (IBI conference, Rio 2010)



Complexity of „pyrolysis–biochar systems‟

energy climate

waste management

PBS



• Industrial-scale case studies that could be helpful

Contributions to Ceq abatement – energy

Photo: Ondrej Masek



Complexity of „pyrolysis–biochar systems‟

energy

soil enhancement

PBS



Soil science – research context

Carbon abatement from Pyrolysis–Biochar Systems (PBS)
may exceed combustion, but:

• Biochar will not be “free” of charge

• Viable PBS will have to maximise and monetise the 
value of biochar independent of carbon sequestration

• Monetisation requires predictability (precision and 
certainty similar to chemical fertiliser…)



Impressive but not predictive

No biochar With biochar

Photos: original source not known



Gaining understanding empirically

available 
(„random‟) char

willing land
owner (soil)

responses
(typically yield)

• Attractions
– Easy and quick to start

– Strong context

– Those involved may quickly gain

– Avoids delay relating to “scientific curiosity”

– Provides understanding of practical / logistical challenges

• Risks
– Potentially expensive 

– Damaging if less than successful

– Conclusions and extrapolations may be unreliable

– May be risky or illegal



Meta-analysis of data so far – crop yield

Change in plant productivity

100%0%–40% 20%

• Just because one characteristic of particular 
interest is enduring by definition (stability of 
carbon) it does not mean that all useful 
properties will be

Verheijen et al., 2009, JRC report to EC



Soil enhancement:
Neglecting the relevance of time?
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Other ways to understand biochar function

available 
(„random‟) char

willing land
owner (soil)

responses
(any measured)

specified
char

„known‟ and 
„controlled‟ soil

test hypothesised 
response

purposeful 
char selection

problem soil of 
known constraint

frequency of 
improvement



Toward purposeful selection (A)

• Identify key functions of biochar in soil
• Define techniques to compare char by function

• Identify relevant production parameters
• Assess process controllability
• Create systematic sets of biochar

• Establish basic quantitative relationships
• Assess expression of functional potential in field



Tools for evaluation of function

• Rapid toolkit for screening short-listed products

• Emphasizes five key functional attributes

– Tool A: Labile carbon (submitted)

– Tool B: Stable carbon (manuscript stage)

– Tool E: SOM priming (manuscript stage)

– Tool C: Nutrient value (data analysis / manuscript)

– Tool D: Soil structural impacts (data analysis)

• Expandable (e.g. to elements of risk)

Biochar screening at UKBRC in Edinburgh



Tools for quantifying and verifying impacts

• Roots respond to different biochar functions – tools for 
using roots in screening soil response are in development

No char +char

Prendergast-Miller (UKBRC2010 poster)



Toward purposeful selection (B)

• Identify key functions of biochar in soil
• Define techniques to compare char by function

• Identify relevant production parameters
• Assess process controllability
• Create systematic sets of biochar



Photo: Peter Tuffy © University of Edinburgh

Photo: Peter Brownsort



Toward purposeful selection (C)

• Identify key functions of biochar in soil
• Define techniques to compare char by function

• Identify relevant production parameters
• Assess process controllability
• Create systematic sets of biochar

• Establish basic quantitative relationships
• Assess expression of functional potential in field



Summary / conclusions

• Carbon sequestration potential should be readily 
determined; LCA will guide us to a better focus for our 
research effort with respect to carbon abatement

• Adding value to biochar is critical for beginning 
deployment while there is a small or zero price for 
carbon sequestration

• Predictive capacity sufficient to guide selection (short-
listing of biochar) on basis of feedstock and process 
conditions is essential

• Tools to directly and rapidly assess and compare biochar 
products for their function on different timescales are 
required in this effort
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